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ports fans today no longer await game recaps in print to learn how their favorite

teams and players fared. Odds are, fans already know final outcomes, stats, and

highlights, even before the final whistle blows, thanks to social media and mobile
phones. So there's no need to fill stories with what happened, because fans already know

most of the play-by-play and have probably viewed video highlights, which are readily
available as they happen.

Instead, game stories today blend analysis, commentary, and narrative into feature-

centric pieces that focus more on how and why a team or player won or lost. Ultimately,

though, you are there to tell a story, whether the focus is on a player returning from a

back injury or an opposing player who entered the game on a hot streak or a major slump.

Develop potential angles before you arrive at the arena or stadium; otherwise you will be

forced to scramble the entire game—and odds are, you'll fail to deliver an interesting story.

"Don't focus as much on what just happened," says Michael Wallace, an NBA beat

writer for ESPN, "and instead shape a story to tell readers why this game's outcome is

important and what it might mean moving forward. Usually, in every game, something

amazing or unexpected happens. There tends to be a breakout performance on some level

from someone who wasn't expected to deliver on such a level. I tend to start there when

developing what my game story or column will be about."

By the time the Miami Heat had defeated the Toronto Raptors to even the 2016 Eastern
Conference semifinal at 3-all, most fans already knew the score (103-91), that Goran

Dragic had scored a lot of points, and where Game 7 would be played. But they did not
know Dragic's thoughts on eight players heading to free agency, something the Miami
Herald's Manny Navarro had learned during a seven-minute interview with the Miami

point guard earlier that day. Plus, fans did not know how or why the Heat had changed its
starting lineup right before tip-off to feature shorter, quicker players.
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Miami only lost the rebounding battle by Two (43-41) and just scored just two

fewer points in the paint than the Raptors (46-44).

It was just one-on-one defense," DeRozan said. "We've just got to buckle

down, not try to rely on help so much. Every individual on our side just has to

man-up and play one-on-one defense so we don't have to get in rotation where

il involves guys getting to the basket, getting easy shots."

McRoberts was the only big man who played for the Heat, and he had

several big moments. He flew in for a tip-in dunk over Bismack Biyombo

m the second quarter and then had a pair of tip-ins off misses in the fourth.
McRoberts finished with 10 points and five rebounds.

Winslow, meanwhile, finished with 12 points and three rebounds in 26

minutes. But he had help throughout as Miami gang-rebounded and made
sure to box out.

Said Wade: "Sometimes unconventional works."

SOURCE: Miami Herald
(http://vAw.miamiherald.com/sports/nba/miami-heat/articie776l3752.html)

I his sioiy included a 53-phoio slideshow, four video clips from the game itself, a video

clip irom a posi-game interview in the locker room, another one from the press confer¬

ence, and a two-minute, 49-second post-game wrap-up that featured Navarro and colleague

Ethan J. Skolnick. Plus, the story included a link to columnist Greg Cote's perspective on
the game and to the box score.

"In the end, the modern game story really isn't a work of art anymore," Navarro

says,

bui an ever-evolving compilation of pregame/post game insights from players

and coaches, statistical trends and a couple of highlights of the key moments of

what happened in that game. Since so many people watch a game on TV or see

the highlights on SportsCenter, it s a tough challenge as a writer to provide a

unique angle or perspective on what happened in that game and to look ahead

to what might happen going forward. The toughest part? Remembering to do

that as fast you can because in 10 minutes something else will be trending and
you will be writing the next story.

As Wallace and Navarro know, good writing comes from solid reporting. Anybody can

knock out a witty one-liner or craft a clever lead once in a while, but only dedicated

reporters can deliver captivating stories, compelling insights, and breaking news.
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\^j Before each game, reporters need Lo read, interview, and observe as thoroughly as
' <¦ possible.

,—""If there's time for another phone call, make it,

/ If there's an article worth reading, find it.

\ If you can get your hands on the rule book, read it.

1 If a colleague has a good scorekeeping system, steal it.

j If there's a practice or event scheduled, attend it.

If there's the tiniest prospect of an interview, grab it.

It you do all this—and then, while the game's going on, you take every note you can—

j you'll end up with far more information than you can possibly use. That's when you'll know

you're becoming a reporter.

\_/"lt:s a lot of work, frankly," says Bob Ryan, sports columnist emeritus for T/?e Boston

Globe. "And you don't know which 5 percent you're gonna need. But it's all there if I
need it."

Sportsvvriters write all sorts of news and feature stories, blog postings, and columns,

but most of them spend much of their time covering games. If writing about a game were

as simple as showing up and watching, anybody could do it. journalists, however, realize

that rar more is required. You need to understand the context of the event, know the key

participants, and have some idea what makes today's game unique—all before you even

arrive. And that's what comes after you've gotten a handle on the basics, like making sure

you have press credentials and know how to read the stats.

In the chapters that follow, you'll find practical, how-to information on covering every

sport to which you're likely to be assigned: what to look for, whom to interview, what to

ask. All of the resulting material will go into your notebook or recorder or camera—or some

combination of the three. This chapter helps you figure out what to do with the informa¬
tion once you've collected it.

In simplest terms, your job as a sports reporter is to look for angles, leads, and storylines,

so that even fans who saw the game themselves have reason to revisit it through your eyes.
"The goal of a newspaper story, especially in the 24/7 information age of online, is tell people

something they couldn't know without reading the story," says Bryce Miller, sports columnist

for The San Diego Union-Tribune. "We talk about these key words high in stories—'first,'
'biggest,' 'only' and 'most.' If you can use any of those words, it means your reporting has

identified the uniqueness in the event. Newspapers also have the chance to take you into

locker rooms, into interview areas and places quick radio/TV sound bites do not."

Fans have more access to sports information than ever before in newspapers, magazines,

websites, blogs, social media, TV, and sports-talk radio. As a result, fans' expectations have

grown. Readers now expect:
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Focus on Signiiicant Facts

Here are a few ieads that offer the most significant details sirnpiy, in a straightforward

approach:

"Natalie Stewart drilled nine aces, Sarah Gisondi recorded eight digs, and Ali Carlson

recorded 10 assists to lead Charleston Middle School to the state volleyball champi¬

onship, a three-set victory over Pekin Junior High in Bloomington on Tuesday."

"Camilo Vi 1 legas holed out for an eagle early in nis round and made a suing of birdies

late for a 9-under 63 on the easier North Course at Torrey Pines, giving him a three-

shot lead Thursday in the Buick Invitational."1

> "LaShawn Merritt won a second gold medal at the world championships on Sunday

when the United States blew away the field in the 4 x 400-meter relay. Merritt, the

400 champion, ran the anchor leg and took the baton home in 2 minutes, 57.86

seconds. Britain took silver in 3:00.53, and Australia picked up the bronze in 3:00.90.

Describe Something
Watch players and coaches after a game has concluded—on the sideline, on the field or

in the locker rooms—to find something that helps define the game just played.

> "Shaun Pruitt's head hung lower than anybody's at the Assembly Hall on Thursday

night.

"Illinois' senior center had three opportunities from the free-throw line to give Illinois

the lead in the final minutes of Illinois' game against Indiana, but the ball couldn't

find the bottom of the net. After missing the front end of a one-and-one from the line

with four seconds left in regulation, the senior center was unable to convert two more

from the line with two seconds left in overtime.

"In a game that saw eight lead changes and nine ties, the No. 14-ranked Hoosiers

were able to pull ahead for the final time in the second overtime, outscoring Illinois

14-10 in the final period to escape with an 83-79 victory."3

> "As the game clock ticked down to zero, Susie Rowe finally let up, relaxing her

shoulders and skipping a bit toward midfield. The senior back flung her stick in
the air like a graduation cap and embraced the nearest teammate, fellow senior

Danielle Keeley.
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I he lerrapin field hockey team had just won the NCAA championship. The Terps
defeated Wake Forest 4-2 Sunday at Trager Stadium in Louisville,

"For the No. 1 Terps (22-2), it is the third title in four years. For Rowe, and the rest

of the celebrated senior class, it was the perfect sendoff."4

Address Field Conditions

Sometimes field conditions or weather greatly affects a game's outcome. Look at the fol¬

lowing example from The New York Times-.

PRINCETON, N.J.—Hie Princeton defense was not the only challenge for

Harvard, late Saturday afternoon. The Crimson was heading into persistent

rain and a gusty wind. A pass did not seem to be such a good idea, especially
on a fourth-and-1 late in the game.

Or maybe it was, because Princeton did not expect it. Harvard quarterback

Chris Pizzotti floated a pass to tight end Jason Miller for a first down, and the

Crimson took the lead four plays later on a 6-yard run by Gino Gordon, then
held on for a 24-20 victor/.5

Organization

When you have tight deadlines and you're focusing on news, use the inverted-pyramid

style of writing. That means starting with the most significant information and then

arranging your other points in descending order of importance, so that, if the story had to

be cut from the bottom, you won't lose anything crucial. In inverted-pyramid structure,

you're unlikely to lead with the first quarter in basketball, the first inning in softball, or
the first mile during a cross-country meet, because the key plays tend to come later, when

the game is close. So you would first focus on the final quarter of most football games—

unless something extraordinary happened in the opening minutes.

Also, insert the score as early as possible. That could be in the second or third para¬

graph if you're focusing on a key moment, or that could be the first paragraph if you are

filing a straightforward results story on deadline.

Context and Analysis

Tell the reader what this game means. Has a team broken an eight-game losing streak?

Qualified for sectionals? Lost its fourth straight five-set volleyball match? Earned a berth
in a championship?
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Here are some more examples:

VVkh Kansas' 63 21 loss to lexas lech, MU moved into a first-place tie in the Bio

12 North with the Jayhawks by dismantling its second North opponent in as many
tries this season. Mizzou previously beat Nebraska 52-17."6
"Gaudin allowed a leadoff single and walked the next hitter, but escaped the inning

with a ground out, a strikeout and a fly out. His sinkers and sliders moved all over

several bouncing in front of catcher Jose Molina. One hit a batter, another was a wild
pitch, and three times Oakland moved a runner to third."7

Seatile doesn't game plan for its exhibition opponents, and the Broncos ran a heavy

diei oi screen plays and short routes. I heir longest play of the first half was a 26-vard
completion to Eddie Royal on a bubble screen."8

I he offense is being helped this year by a couple of things, and maybe they're obvi¬

ous. One: l he inside players have the ability to step away from the basket and be

threats unlike the center who clogged the middle in recent years. Although he didn't

do it Saturday, center Mike lisdale has shown great confidence in his mid-ranpp

jumper and so has forward Mike Davis. That opens a lot of space to get things done,

iwo: l he llhni start three guards who have played the point at various times. Trent

eacham, Demetri McCamey and Chester Frazier can all pass the ball effectively and

their assist numbers reflect the fact that sometimes they have three point guards on
the court simultaneously."9

Key Plays

Describe or cite key plays that change the outcome of a game, highlight key drives illus¬

trate a trend, describe how a strategy succeeded or failed, and show how a player made

a difference. Sometimes these events are not obv,ous-such as a slide into second base

at broke up a double play and allowed a run to score in the third inning of a 2-1 game

Sometimes the big hit is not really so big, as the following story shows:

PHILADELpHIA_There could be a lot of empty pews in Philadelphia
churches on Sunday morning. The prayers of the Phillies' fans were answered

at 1:47 a.m., with a slow chopper up the third-base line that gave the Phillies
the victory in Game 3 of the World Series.

Carlos Ruiz, who had homered in the second inning, drove in the game-

wmmng run in the bottom of the ninth with a ball that traveled only about

40 feet. It brought home Eric Bruntlett to lift the Phillies over the Tampa Bay
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Rays, 5-4, at wild and -water-logged Citizens Bank Park. He Phillies lead the
series, two games to one.

it was a great night for me," Ruiz said. Til remember it for the rest of my life,"10

The Boston Globe's Fiuto Shinzawa focuses on an early goal here that sparked a later rally-

In the second period, 'Thornton, as the third man high m the offensive zone,

winged a shot on goal. Yelk, positioned in front of goalie Johan Hedberg (28

saves), positioned his stick and deflected the puck into the net at 3:37, gran.

the Bruins the life they needed. Then, at 5:57, Lucic scored the first of his three
to tie the score at 2.11

In football, teams win and lose based on their ability to both score quickly and produce

lengLhy drives thai keep the other team off the field. Sometimes, a winning drive happens

ai the end or a big game like the Super Bowl, when the New York Giants rallied to defeat

ihe previously unbeaten Mew England Patriots during an improbable and brarre finish

Sometimes a team wins because it put together a drive that did not yield a single point
but did run five or eight minutes off the game clock.

_ Or maybe the most significant dme is one that put the game out of reach, such as the
roliowmg one that enahied the Florida Gators to secure a second national championship
m three years:

Je Sooners couldn't finish. So the Gators finished them off. Ihe joy culminated
Thursday with an impeccable 76-yard drive and a 4-yard pass from Tebow to

receiver David Nelson in the middle of the end zone with five minutes to go.

Tebow created third-down conversion after conversion on that drive to finish

with 231 passing yards and two touchdowns to match his 109 yards rushing.12

Statistics

Cite key stats, but don't rely too heavily on them—especially in the lead. Don't just focus

on the fact players scored 30-plus points, ran for more than 100 yards, or recorded 20

kills in a match unless you're writing short briefs for a sports roundup. In more fully

developed game stones, stats should support other key ideas. Explain how a Softball

player drove in seven runs, what enabled a basketball player to grab 15 rebounds or why

a miler managed to run the final two laps faster than the opening two. In golf, you might

note when players go on cold or hot streaks, something that combines stats and trends,
he following passage also explains why a streak ended:
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Marino did much better than that. He made seven birdies in a bogey-free

third round, including five in a seven-hole stretch on the back nine. "i got hot

staiting on No. 9. I made a couple putts," Marino said. "I've been hitting it

good ad week, out the last two days I didnt make much of anything on the

greens. i got on a nice sueak the last few holes of today." The streak ended at

No. 17. Eager to finish before dark, Marino nearly hit his tee shot into the

group in riont or nim, a threesome nidden in the sunken fairway. ^

Stats are essential for understanding ail athletic events, but they do not tell the entire

story. So be judicious about which ones to insert, and use only those that help illustrate key

tiends, di ives, oi plays or those that explain how a team won or lost. Readers can easily check

box scores and read biog entries to learn more about additional stats from games or events.

Quotations

Quotations allow your readers to share in the thoughts and emotions of the game's key

people. They're a perfect example of why people read sports stories, even if they watched

the game and know the outcome: Reporters add to readers' understanding by asking ques¬

tions and finding out things no one could know just by looking.

A good quote takes you inside the speaker's head and helps you see the world through

diuerent eyes. Tne next chapter, about interviewing, provides tips on getting people to talk

to you. Once they do, learn to distinguish a good quote from a mediocre one. The fact that

someone said something to you and you managed to record the words exactly does not make

the quote worth using. A good quote must do more than take up space—it must advance the

story. A good quote is either a unique thought or a thought expressed in unique language.

Here's Indians' outfielder Shin-Soo Choo offering insights into Jered Weaver, who pitched

a shutout against the Angels: "He was using his fastball early and then throwing his changeup

and curveball in hitters counts. He was hitting the inside corner and the outside corner."14

How did Jelena Jankovic blow three match points to nearly lose to Elena Dementieva

in the finals of a women's tennis event? "I couldn't believe, you know, that I was able to

win this match," Jankovic said. "At 5-4 and three match points on my serve, I thought I

was going to win right there. And then all of a sudden, she was going for broke on those

points and she took her chances. It was tough for me to accept that I lost that game."15

Both quotes allow readers to get inside an athlete's head.

West Virginia football coach Bill Stewart relies on cliches in the following quote,
which offers no insights into the team's season: "It's going to be a long grind," Stew¬

art said. "It's going to be 12 hard-fought games, but it's going to be great for college
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Bowling Green football coach rrQ n
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Language

Don't „i,e (hat a lailback
the tailback made it mto the J « readmg a ta score. ,„steadi s

£ readers see key passes- "Tha i

Devin Aromashodu. Cutler perfectly JacedT' CUtler'S 38"yard pass to lanky receiver
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Vivid language also enables readers to vfsli ^nd-goal from the 1.'-

Stroughter, the 233rd pick in April ton, key P,ays ,ike this.- "That's when
»< «»« tacktes and raced down the ** • ^ « the 5, sp™ out

he was p,,^, of



the Jaguars 20. Two piays later, McCown fired a 17-yard touchdown to tight end

Jerramy Stevens."23

Notice the active verbs used in both passages above—stretched, raced, pushed and

fired. These verbs enable the reader to more clearly imagine what happened. Avoid pas¬

sive voice—avoid using was, were, is, and are, because the resulting wordier constructions

often replace or weaken more visual verbs.

In addition, vary sentences for style and length. Mix longer sentences with shorter ones.

Insert phrases and clauses at the beginning, middle, and end of sentences—although not

all at once. Don't lull readers to sleep with sentences that all sound the same, sort of like

the tide rhythmically slapping against the side of a dock. On the other hand, too many
short, rapid-fire sentences can jolt readers. Take chances, try different punctuation: Do

whatever it takes to grab readers' attention (and retain it throughout the story).

S 1 OR T SCAM: Breaking Down a Game Story

On deadline, sports writers rarely have time to develop a longer theme-

based story, Instead, they address key plays, trends, and stats, while record¬

ing who won and lost. Later versions of the story, something Associated

Press calls "write-thrus," may include a feature approach, telling the story

behind the final outcome. That's always a good idea. Readers can get the

basic information from many sources, so look for stories that reveal some¬

thing more about the game. Matt Daniels, at the time a senior at Eastern

Illinois University, wrote the following story for The Daily Eastern News after

a football game.
But, first, let's review some elements in all stories—characters, set¬

ting, plot, and point of view, all driven by conflict. In sports, the larger

conflict fs clear—one team wants to defeat another. But what about those

smaller conflicts? The rookie offensive guard matched up against the all-

conference defensive end. The quarterback playing against the team that

once cut him, thinking he was too old. The volleyball libero diving for kill
shots with a broken left wrist. The golfer with a degenerative leg ailment
struggling to play during the final holes. Or in the story below, a rookie
running back forced to play after the star runner gets injured in a key
conference game. The stories are endless if you do the research and cover

a beat diligently.
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HEADLINE: AtfenijI Gives Warrior Effort
BYLINE: Matt Daniels, Eastern ,I,inois University

! he main character is
introduced.

We get a brief physicai -
description and team he's
3 looibaii player who fat
exceeded expectations.

These two sentences serve

as nut graf (or thesis),
reminding readers the reason
3 i eporter is writing this
particular story.

Lead quote from another
character—from an opposing
coach offering a different
point of view, one readers

may not be familiar with
through regular beat
coverage.

- Swea: tridded down Ademola Adcnjjj:; faCe 30

—„s,t„«footballBlm„gams[EastCT

^ condirioning [hc

¦» « .ie O Bricn Sfdium offi=cs ^

?ou°d r** >**
football S1™e 01 ^

7.^2?'' °S5e" rl,sl,ed *» • 186/a_as on 25 carries during p3nrL > 9o oi i
Colonels. 28~21 loss t0 ^

He br0ke taddes, used his speed to outrua defend,^
and used his hands, which iii- • , -end-1;>
P-ih ^rr- ¦ j HaSL^rn Uhnois head coach
Bob S„„0 s„d aot the best ^ ^

catch three passes for 58 yards.

FaatJ"k ' "" T, "VW «.* -id
'Ceo.ucia,, toad coaoh Duuy Hope. "Tae.e

rwo or three rimpc in r -t-icic vrere

powered his way through."

He did this on a day with temperatures m the high-

¦ / ^ ^ ^ ^ 0ct°ber afternoon in Illinois and
without other healthy running bachs to give him a brelk "

first OhioVdT because " ^ the Panthers'
^ 2004 7 ^ ^ " 0'Brien

'Each week in the OVQ you've got to play game

accomDnT 0m'- Said' ^ inclividuaJ-omphshment, great, but you need to come out with

Adenijis first three carries of the game did not indicate

fiTtlee rush " He rushed 3 yards on his
three rushes, but made it up for it on his fourth rush.
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His 17-yard run up the middle on the Panthers

third offensive possession moved the offense from their

own 5-yard line to the 22.

Adeniji struck next with less than three minutes in the ^

second quarter and the Panthers trailing 9-7. Adeniji took a

handoff from quarterback Bodie Reeder at Eastern Illinois'

own 27. He appeared to be tackled byEKU defensive lineman

Andre Soucy at the line of scrimmage, but broke the tackle.

With EKU playing man coverage on the wide

receivers on the outside and Colonel free safety Zach

Denton the lone defender dropped deep, Adeniji had

plenty of room to run.

He used his speed and cut back to die middle, past

hKU's linebackers, after breaking Soucys tackle.

With only Denton to beat, Adeniji ran past him near -

midfield en route to a career-long 73-yard touchdown run.

He's a "warrior," Reeder said. "He exemplifies what our

entire offense needs to be. We all need to fight from 'the very

first snap. He did that and he didn't give up the entire day."

The Panthers employed a formation they hadn't

used all season in order to spell Adeniji.

Reeder lined up in the shotgun formation with five

wide receivers, three to his left and two to his right.

Travorus Bess was limited with a leg injury (two

carries for two yards), while Ron Jordan ran once for no

gain before he tweaked his right ankle again. Norris Smith

didnt dress because of a fingering knee injury and fullback

Chip Keys is out for the year with an ankle injury.

Key moments for key
player—two early runs

along with a third described
In greater detail. Great
observations.

Quote from teammate offers
^another perspective on

Adeniji's performance.

Alternative Game Approaches

LandoflO.com is one of several media entities that offers alternative story formats built around

either questions or a list of things learned. These types of stories can run alone or supplement

additional coverage; they can also run on deadline or for a print edition a few days afterward.

Scott Dochterman, who covers Iowa athletics for this Cox News vertical, says the format

offers a quick synopsis and enables writers to expand on important but overlooked sequences,

such as an 8-0 run late in the second half that might encumber a narrative—especially if the
run did not greatly affect the final outcome.



in ihe new media world, we report an instant recap to provide insight into what just
liappened, says Dochterman. He continues, '

Tins is helpful for people who want a quick synopsis immediately following

tne game without the nairative. Then we provide a transcript of what the

coach said following the game. In many ways, this is important for fans who

warn, an unnltered version with context of the coach's news conference. Say

u-e basketball coach didn't call a timeout in the waning seconds and his or her

team took a poor shot. Hie fans want to know why. This quickly gives them

that perspective. Met providing the quick analysis and transcript, then I deh/p

into a narrative that often revolves around the game's big-picture meaning.

You could also develop new questions for each game, based upon recent trends stats
and storylines, such as: '

Laders' O'Angelo Russell maturing, evolving into leader Lakers need, Luke Walton sees it

D'Angelo Russell admits it. Anyone watching the second-year point guard play recently

can see u-there is a little something different about him the last five games. It's sort of

there ,n die siats-20.8 points per game, 39.7 percent shooting from three, 5.2 rebounds

assists, and 1.4 turnovers per game in his last five-but it's more than that. There is a

maiurity xo Russell's game that is growing, a confidence as the game slows down for him

and his ability to be the floor general the Lakers have counted on comes to the fore *

Hidelri Matsuyama needs the Masters to be in February; Thomas might have won but
Matsuyama kept his belt as the hottest player alive with another eoic performance

In h,s lasx six events, Thomas is the only human who has defeated him on the golf

course. His Masters odds are plummeting. Matsuyama has finished in the top seven

a ugusta each of the last two years. He is an outrageous talent who has seemingly

oun is own foimula for contending every week in any tournament. Beware PGA
lour, we could be in for the Year of The Hideki.25

> The Rams continue io hurt themselves with penalties. The Rams drew eight flags for

43 yards. Several were holding calls on left tackle Greg Robinson, but he wasn't the

only one who set the Rams back with miscues. Tackle Rob Havenstein was cited for

holdmg and a false start. Tight end Tyler Higbee, receiver Mike Thomas and defensive
tackle Aaron Donald also were among those flagged,26

be,™ f D0Ch'7an,S a,te™t»e » early-seasc college basketball game
between Iowa and Savannah State.
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IOWA CITY, Iowa—With only Lv«3 upperclassmen in uniform Sunday, Iowa's men's basketball team

wanted a crisp, clean game that involved several players.

^ As expected, it wasn't perfect. But die Hawkeyes (2-0) rotated 12 scholarship players m a 116-84

wm against Savannah State (0-2) at Carver-Hawkeye Arena. The bench scored 76 of Iowa's 116

points, the most under coach Fran McCaifery and seventh-most in school history

Wmiowa overwhelmed Savannah Srate with 13 3-pointers, topping the school record of 10.

Six dnrerent players hit at least two 3-pointers. Overall, Iowa sank 18 of a school-record 43

3-point attempts (41.9 percent).

WHAT IT MEANS: McCaifery weighed redshirting one of his five scholarship freshmen

beiore the season began, but ultimately the Hawkeyes have played all five in their first two

SameS' lt was a difficult choice for McCaffery—he wanted to space out the classes but guard

Maishe Darley wanted to play. It's an interesting situation for Iowa, because with so many young

players, determining each one's season-long trajectory is challenging. Dailey scored si* points m

13 minutes Saturday.

WHO STARRED: Backup shooting guard Brady Ellmgson was in a first-half shooting zone. He

connected on 4 of 6 3-point attempts for a career-high 21 points in 14 minutes—before halfnme.

Mingson finished with 23. Freshman forward Cordell Pemsl added 18.

WHO STUMBLED: It requires effort to call anyone's performance "a stumble" in a 32-point

victory. But starting point guard Christian Williams scored just 1 point in 19 minutes. He

did, however, add 4 assists and 4 rebounds without a turnover.

WHO WAS THERE: University of Iowa President Bruce Harreld attended the game. The arena

was filled with veterans, who were honored with applause during a media timeout.

WHO IS NEXT: Iowa plays host to Seton Hall (2-0) at 9 p.m. ET on Tnursday in the second

annual installment of the Gavitt Games, an annual challenge between die Big Ten and Big East
conferences.

Scott Dochterman,

LandoflO.com
www.landoflO.com/iowa/recap-iowa-throttles-savannah-state-sets-

school-record-for-3-pointers
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